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This is what I have always wanted, a sub bot of My very own. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $35.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Sub Bot (53 minutes):

Have you ever fantasized about being a robot, OWNED and PROGRAMMED by a wicked
masterful CONTROLLING Hypno Mistress...your ability to make decisions taken away with NO
MIND and no will of your own?

Well I’m going to make all your dreams come true.  you see, I am a world renowned MIND
JACKER and with this session I’m going to De-Humanize you…your OBEDIENCE will be as
ABSOLUTE as MY AUTHORITY...I will override your subconscious MIND and you will be
completely thoughtless with ZERO control.  Aww, this is what I have always wanted, a sub bot
of My very own.

I'm going to convert you into My sub-bot.  I know how much happier you will be.  No more
pesky thoughts.  you will be completely free of doubt or worry, your only goal will be to obey
your programmer.

Now that I have told you what is going to happen...W/we will be going through a series of steps
to begin the process.  So download this mp3 session and let it happen.
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Note:  The effects of My voice along with My HYPNOTIC skills are POWERFUL and may cause
permanent changes within your brain.  So be sure to listen often.

Don’t miss out on this erotic hypnosis Masterpiece.

Reviews

Thursday, 03 September 2020 

i know this file is just where i want to go, but my mind is nearly free of thought about it! i just know it felt sooooo right. Worth listening
over and over again just for the feeling.

Fred Starkey 

Monday, 27 July 2020 

Becoming Domina Shelle’s sub bot is one of the most arousing experiences ever. Her voice will program your mind until you are just a
robot that serves mindlessly, as every sub should

Thomas 

Saturday, 04 July 2020 

My mind was erased and reprogrammed as Domina's mindless sub-bot. I was compelled to listen repeatedly until nothing but obedience
to Domina remained.

David Myers 

Sunday, 28 June 2020 

Well this is a strange File to describe, one second i started listening and the next i found myself being a bot mindlessly following every
order, it surely was not just a second that passed between this two states, but i can´t recall anything that happened between this "two
seconds" it´s as if i startet listening, blacked out and woke up at the perfect time to obey her order and even at that time i don´t really
understood what was going on, but i guess i don´t have to, Princess knows best anyway, so i am sure all that happened, happened the
way she planned ^-^

Marcel L 

Tuesday, 16 June 2020 

oh Domina what a session this is must have for all obeying as we deserve programmed to obey at core one of best files ever made!!!

John Dillis 

Tuesday, 09 June 2020 

Wow what happened. While listening I was thinking to myself what is she talking about, what is she doing, I am never going to be in
trance like this. But Domina Shelle knows what she's doing. I woke aroused and spent. Feeling more owned then ever before, ready to
do whatever she asks of me. She certainly jacked my mind.

Slippery 

Monday, 08 June 2020 

I don't really know what's in this session, i just let Domina take over. I live to obey Domina Shelle.

Kent Schnaith 

Monday, 08 June 2020 

Sub Bot is a difficult session to parse. It is both an incredibly powerful self contained experience and the beginning of something new.
For those who might previously have had brain chips installed, there is nothing to worry about. You have never been turned into this
robot before. As for the experience itself, i can't adequately describe it. Given my almost total inability to describe the induction portion of
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the session I'd like to mark it as an excellent piece of covert hypnosis by Domina Shelle, but that isn't quite right. You are told exactly
what is going to happen and things unfold in such a way that you let it happen. Extremely powerful and worthy of masterpiece status.

Marcus Jetson 

Monday, 08 June 2020 

Domina tells you exactly what she planned to do and very subtly she has your mind blank and soon is filling it with her words. Domina
created a sexy, addictive session that makes your every submissive wish happen. You may not stay conscious but likely to be aware of
it all eventually. I love to be under Domina’s power and control. Keep listening over and over.

Michael 

Monday, 08 June 2020 

Once again, Domina Shelle Rivers has created yet another HIGHLY erotic and INTENSELY POWERFUL masterpiece!
I have listened 3 times so far and this session was so intense each time that my mind completely shut off and I came to consciousness
right before the session ended... I feel completely new now and find that my obedience to Domina Shelle has become so automatic and
intense that I begin carrying out her instructions before even able to think... Mmmm... And this effect has become stronger with each
listen...
Domina Shelle is the REAL DEAL and she WILL get want she wants so be extremely careful before listening... giggles... This file is
VERY powerful and so very arousing! I HIGHLY recommend listening ASAP! 11/10 stars!

Bubbles 

Monday, 08 June 2020 

This was so hot. Cleaning my mind of the old and programming it again to better suit what my Domina wants. It will be this sub bot's
purpose to obey, serve and please Domina Shelle.

Toni Mäkelä 

Friday, 05 June 2020 

Be aware that this file is dangerous and yet essential to listen to if you really want to give Domina Shelle ALL control. The compulsion to
OBEY and SERVE is overwhelming as well as the resulting AROUSAL and PLEASURE that i gain through my OBEDIENCE to Her. She
is EVERYTHING and i MUST serve Her. i EXIST to PLEASE and OBEY Her every command. Thoughts like this are overpowering my
mind still after hours of listening and i only listened once so far. I will re-listen again and again to ensure the acting of me is the way my
Programmer & Owner, Domina Shelle expects it to be.

sissy slave andrea 
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